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Background: Scientific knowledge on
functional outcome after injury is limited.
During the past decade, a variety of measures have been used at various moments
in different study populations. Guidelines
are needed to increase comparability between studies.
Methods: A working group of the
European Consumer Safety Association
conducted a literature review of empirical studies into injury-related disability
(1995–2005). We included injury from all
levels of severity and selected studies using
generic health status measures with both
short-term and long-term follow up. The

results were used as input for a consensus
procedure toward the development of
guidelines for defining the study populations, selecting the health status measures,
selecting the timings of the assessments,
and data collection procedures.
Results: The group reached consensus on a common core of health status
measures and assessment moments. The
group advises to use a combination of
EuroQol-5D and Health Utilities Mark III
in all studies on injury-related disability.
This combination covers all relevant
health domains, is applicable in all kinds
of injury populations and in widely differ-

ent age ranges, provides a link with utility
scores, and has several practical advantages (e.g., brevity, availability in different
languages). For specific types of injury,
the common core may be supplemented by
injury-specific measures. The group advises a common core of assessments at 1, 2,
4, and 12 months after injury.
Conclusions: Our guidelines should
be tested and may lead to improved and
more consistent epidemiologic data on the
incidence, severity, and duration of injuryrelated disability.
Key Words: Injury, Disability,
Guidelines.
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D

isabilities (i.e., reduced levels of functioning resulting
from diseases or injuries)1 are increasingly seen as an
important component of a population’s health. This has
been recognized in the field of injury prevention and trauma
care,2 where the number of survivors of severe injury has
rapidly risen.3 Moreover, many survivors are young people,
whose daily activities may greatly and/or permanently suffer
from the consequences of trauma.4 However, comparable and
representative epidemiologic data on the incidence, severity,
and duration of injury-related disabilities are still scarce and
incomplete. Most functional outcome studies in this area have
so far focused on adult patients (mostly within the age range
of 15– 64 years) with severe trauma, such as polytrauma,5
traumatic brain injury,6 –9 and spinal cord injury.10,11 Only a
few studies have been conducted already on the functional
outcome of (the more severe) childhood injuries.12–14 The
functional outcome of injuries among the elderly has so far
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mainly been studied for patients with hip fractures,15,16
although some studies on geriatric trauma patients in general
have been published.17 For many types of injury, however,
hardly any empirical disability data are available yet. In
addition, the available knowledge is difficult to interpret.
During the past decades, a variety of measures have been
used, which makes a comparison of the available disability
estimates rather difficult. Moreover, these studies have focused on a variety of health domains (leading to incomplete
information) at various moments in a variety of patient populations (leading to incomparable information). Most of the
disability estimates obtained so far can therefore not be used
to quantify the impact of injury-related disability on population health.2 Nor do they allow evaluations of the (cost-)
effectiveness of injury prevention and/or trauma care. To
stimulate new epidemiologic data collections better fitting
these purposes, the European Consumer Safety Association
(ECOSA) has established a working group on injury-related
disability. This article reports the current progress of this
group, which has evaluated the available literature (i.e., empirical epidemiologic studies) on postinjury levels of functioning, and has developed guidelines for future empirical
work in this area.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Demarcation of the Subject
The working group aims to develop standards and guidelines for quantifying the total amount of disability at the
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population level. It looks at injury from all causes and from
all levels of injury severity, because even minor injuries may
lead to a substantial health burden as a result of their frequent
occurrence.4,18 The working group has adopted the broad
definition of disability according to the International Classification of Disabilities, Functioning and Health (ICF) of the
World Health Organization (WHO).1 According to the ICF,
disability is an overall term that includes all the negative
aspects of the following four components: body structures
(anatomic body parts), body functions (physiologic and psychological functions), activities (execution of tasks or actions
by an individual), and participation (involvement in life situations). It should be noted that, unlike the previous terminology of the International Classification of Impairments,
Disabilities and Handicaps (ICIDH), this current disability
concept includes bodily impairments, activity limitations, and
restrictions in social participation. Each of the four components of the ICF consists of various domains that, in principle,
could all be relevant for injury patients.
The working group uses the framework of the ICF to
assess whether all relevant health domains for (specific
groups of) injury patients are included, when measuring the
functional consequences of injury. The choice of a meaningful timeframe for measuring disability is a rather difficult but
important issue. The working group distinguishes the following phases:
Acute treatment phase
Rehabilitation phase: increasing personal capacity toward preinjury level of functioning
● Adaptation phase: finding a balance between personal
capacity and environmental demand for those that do not
reach full recovery to preinjury level of functioning
● Stable end situation: reached when no medical or other
intervention is expected to improve the condition and no
further major adaptations are likely to occur.
●
●

The average length of these phases depends highly on the
type of injury and there may be overlap between phases. The
working group looks at all postinjury phases, and aims to
collect data on both the stable end situation of injury patients
and the process toward this situation.
It is well known that injuries and their consequences not
only affect the victim, but may have large health effects on
other persons as well, such as parents and/or other primary
caregivers.19 –21 The working group, however, restricts its
work to the impact on health of the injury patient.

Literature Review
We conducted a PubMed search aiming to identify studies on injury-related disability published since 1995. As argued above, all postinjury phases and all levels of injury
severity were included. Studies into the health effects on
people other than the injury victim were excluded. We only
searched for studies using generic health status measures (i.e.,
those that are applicable to all diseases and injuries). The
Volume 62 • Number 2

information collected with generic measures allows straightforward comparisons with general population norms and with
other diseases. Moreover, comparisons of different types of
injury can be made and some of the measures generate a
summary score that can be converted into a composite health
outcome measure, such as the Disability Adjusted Life Year
(DALY).22 Composite health outcome measures combine fatal and nonfatal consequences of diseases and injury.
We used queries of the type Injury and SF-36, SF-12,
EuroQol (EQ-5D), Health Utilities Index (HUI 2 and HUI3),
Quality of Well Being Scale (QWB), Nottingham Health Profile
(NHP), Sickness Impact Profile (SIP), Functional Independence
Measure (FIM), and WHO Disability Assessment Schedule
(WHODAS II). These are generic instruments, including
health domains of potential relevance for large groups of
injury patients. In some studies, injury-specific and/or domainspecific measures were added. We selected studies that
looked into the consequences of the following injury categories: all injury combined, major trauma, traumatic brain injury,
spinal cord injury, hip fractures, other fractures, superficial injuries and wounds, sprains/strains/dislocations, amputations, and
poisoning. For the studies retrieved, we summarized the characteristics of the study population, the study design, the timing
of the assessment(s), the instruments used to measure functional outcome and their discriminative power and responsiveness to change, and the main findings. The results of the
literature review were used as input for the consensus procedure described below.

Consensus Procedure
The ECOSA working group on postinjury levels of functioning and disability was established during a worldwide
expert meeting on Measuring the Burden of Injury.23 The
group is composed of experts from the fields of traumatology,
injury epidemiology, health status measurement, and health
economics. It has participants from the Netherlands, Denmark, and the United Kingdom. In 2002, a draft report containing the conceptual framework and working methods used
was discussed during a first expert meeting and subsequently
revised and released on the ECOSA Website (www.ecosa.
org). By means of a newsletter, interested researchers and
practitioners were invited to participate in the discussions. In
2003 to 2004, the literature review was conducted and, based
on its results, draft guidelines for empirical researches were
constructed. The guidelines aim to give practical advice on
defining the patient population, selecting the measurement
instrument(s), timing of follow-up, and selecting the method(s)
of data acquisition. The draft guidelines were extensively
debated during an electronic discussion among the group
members. This led to revised guidelines, which were released
on the ECOSA Website and provoked further comments by
several experts. These were presented and discussed during a
workshop on methods of injury research, which was organized within the framework of the 7th World Conference on
Injury Prevention and Control in 2004. In this article, we
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present the literature findings and guidelines for the following
categories of patients: all injuries combined, major trauma,
and hip fractures. Traumatic brain injury and spinal cord
injury are not dealt with in this article because they have been
studied rather frequently and other parties have already published guidelines on these patient groups.24,25 Superficial
injuries and wounds, sprains/strains/dislocations, amputations, and poisoning are not dealt with because of an almost
complete lack of empirical data for these injury types. The
heterogeneous group of “other fractures” has been looked at
in several studies, but for most types of fractures the number
of studies is still too small to be used as input for guideline
development.

RESULTS
Literature Review
Population-based studies on injury-related disability are
scarce (Table 1). We identified eight studies (being reported
in 10 articles),13,17,18,26 –32 which all used different inclusion
criteria for their study population (e.g., different age ranges,
trauma center patients versus emergency department [ED]treated patients), different generic measures (EQ5D, SF-36,
QWB, FIM, SIP) for health status measurement, and different
timings of assessment. Six of the studies used a longitudinal
design with different periods and timings of follow up.13,18,26 –31
All studies looked at heterogeneous patient populations and
included injuries of different levels of severity. High prevalences
of health problems within and after the first year of injury were
a common finding of the studies. Four studies made a comparison with general population norms13,17,18,28 showing that, in the
medium and long term, injury patients as a group were worse off
than age- and sex-matched reference groups. One study used an
injury-specific measure (FCI) in addition to generic measures
and appeared more sensitive to the loss of cognitive functioning
and hand-arm movement.32 Longitudinal studies from the
United States27,28 and the United Kingdom29,30 showed no further improvements after 12 months in populations of admitted
adult trauma patients. We observed that in populations including
moderate to low severity injury (ED-treated patients), different
generic measures (EQ-5D, SF-36) were able to discriminate
between the health status of injured patients and noninjured
persons and between patients with different types of injuries. A
problem related to moderate- to low-severity injury populations,18,26 however, was the difficulty in acquiring acceptable
response rates.
Studies on disability in the most severely injured patients
are increasingly conducted. This development started in the
1990s, when several studies using self-designed questionnaires were executed in several countries.33–37 However, before the new millennium, only one study using a generic
instrument among a selected sample of severely injured patients could be identified.38 But since then, this approach has
increasingly been applied, as can be derived from Table 2.
We identified nine studies38 – 47 that all aimed at including
“major trauma patients”. Most of these studies, however, did
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not clearly describe their inclusion criteria in terms of Injury
Severity Score (ISS) cutoff points.
Of the available generic instruments, SF-36/SF-12 has
most often been applied among major trauma patients.38,40 – 45
These applications have shown that this instrument enables
discrimination between different subgroups and is able to
pick up changes in health status between discharge and 12month follow up.
Two studies have used EQ-5D, also showing discriminative power and the ability to identify changes in health
status.39,47 Five of the studies used a longitudinal design, but
all with only one measurement after discharge.38,39,42,43,46
Two studies made a comparison with general population
norms43,47 showing that, in the long term, major trauma
patients were worse off than age- and sex-matched reference
groups. A common finding of all studies was the high prevalence of disabilities found at follow-up, mostly at 12 or 24
months after discharge. One study used an injury-specific
instrument (HASPOC) including a generic instrument (SF12) and assessments by clinicians. It showed that HASPOC—
contrary to SF-12— discriminates between polytrauma and
single-injury patients.45 Indications were found that, in major
trauma, no further improvements occur after 24 months.47
We identified eight studies looking at the functional
consequences of hip fractures with generic measures (Table 3).15,16,48 –53 The majority of these studies dealt with community-dwelling patients (65⫹ years) who were eligible for
operation, and excluded persons with cognitive impairments.
Only two studies collected follow-up information from a
comprehensive sample of hip-fracture patients without prior
exclusions.16,53 Data from patients with cognitive impairments
were successfully acquired with the help of proxy respondents.
Three generic measures have been applied so far among hipfracture patients: EQ-5D,15,48 SF-36,49 –52 and NHP.16,53 In addition, several disease-specific measures have been used. The
Cummings hip scale is a functional status scale developed for
patients with hip problems, addressing basic and instrumental
activities of daily living.54 The Lower Extremity Measure
(LEM) is a modification for patients with hip fractures of a
measure that was originally developed for patients undergoing preservation surgery for a tumor of an extremity.51 The
Osteoporosis Assessment Questionnaire (OPAQ) is an instrument designed to assess the health-related quality of life in all
types of osteoporotic patients, including patients with hip
fractures.55 The literature also shows an interesting application of the Rehabilitation Activities Profile (RAP).53 This is
a 15-item instrument for assessing recovery in rehabilitation
medicine, providing more detailed data on communication,
mobility, personal care, and household and leisure activities
than the aforementioned generic measures.
The generic and disease-specific measures used so far
showed similar differences between subgroups. All these
instruments were responsive to changes within the first 3 to 6
months after the injury but the disease-specific measures (and
the RAP) showed somewhat greater effect sizes than the
February 2007

SF-36

QWB

FIM

SF-36

SF-36, SIP,
FCI

N ⫽ 1,048;
admitted to
trauma center;
age 18⫹

N ⫽ 330;
admitted ⬎3
day; age 5⫹

N ⫽ 247;
admitted to
trauma center;
age 18⫹;
without severe
neurotrauma

N ⫽ 1,587;
admitted to
trauma center;
age 18–59;
blunt motor
vehicle injury

Holbrook et al.
1998, 1999;
United States27,28

Baldry Currens
1999, 2000;
United
Kingdom29,30

Michaels et al. 2002;
United States31

MacKenzie et al.
2002; United
States32

Measure

N ⫽ 775; treated
at ED and/or
admitted; age
16–78

Study Population

Kopjar 1996:
Norway26

Author, Year, Country
(Reference Number)
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Longitudinal;
12 months
(78%)

Longitudinal;
during
admission, 6,
12 months
(100%, 75%,
51%)

Longitudinal; 3,
6, 12, 24
months
(80% at all
moments)

Longitudinal; 6,
12, 18
months;
(79%, 79%,
74%)

Longitudinal; 2
and 6
months;
(61%, 38%)

Design; Timing
Follow-up
(% Response)

Differences in
disability
prevalences
between minor and
major trauma and
between different
injured body
regions are
identified
Patients with
extremity fractures
were more
impaired in
physical function,
role-physical and
bodily pain at 6
and 12 months
than nonorthopedic
injuries
FCI is more sensitive
than SIP and SF-36
to loss of cognitive
functioning and
hand/arm
movement

Patients with activity
restrictions have
lower scores on all
SF-36 dimensions
than patients
without such
restrictions
Effect on outcome
depends on injury
location; serious
extremity injury is
independent
predictor

Discriminative Power

Significant
improvements
between baseline
and 6 months and 6
and 12 months

Significant
improvement
between 6 and 12
months; no further
improvement
between 12 and 18
months
Significant
improvement
between 3 and 6 and
6 and 12 months; no
further improvement
beyond 12 months

Significant
improvement
between 2 and 6
months at most
SF-36 dimensions

Responsiveness to
Change

Only one
follow-up
assessment;
restriction to
blunt motor
vehicle injury

Health domains
missing; no
short-term
follow up;
exclusion of
neurotrauma

Health domains
missing

Health domains
missing; no
short-term
follow up;
exclusion of
neurotrauma

Health domains
missing; no
long-term
follow up; low
response rate
at 6 months

Limitations

Table 1 Available Empirical Studies (1995–2005) With Generic Measures Into Disability Among Comprehensive Injury Populations
(All Injuries Combined)

SF-36 physical
health summary
ranges from
36.2–50.2;
SF-36 mental
health summary
ranges from
45.1–51.3

All subscales of
SF-36 remain
below general
population
norms at 12
months

At 12-month
follow up, 16%
problems at
FIM motor
score and 12.%
problems at FIM
cognition score

Summary score at
18 months
(0.68) is below
general
population
norms

At 2 months: 17%
report activity
restrictions
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Measure

CHQ,pediatric
FIM

SF-36

EQ-5D

Study Population

N ⫽ 310;
admitted to
academic
children’s
hospital; age
3–18; AIS ⬎1

N ⫽ 171;
admitted to
trauma center;
age 65⫹

N ⫽ 4,639;
treated at ED
and/or
admitted; age
15⫹

Aitken et al. 2002;
United States13

Inaba et al. 2003;
Canada17

Meerding et al 2004;
Netherlands18

Author, Year, Country
(Reference Number)

Longitudinal; 2,
5, 9 months
(39%, 24%,
12 %)

Cross-sectional;
1, 5–4, 5
years; (75%)

Longitudinal;
discharge, 1,
6 months;
(63%, 56%,
45%)

Design; Timing
Follow-up (%
Response)

Differences in
disability
prevalence
between different
injured body
regions are
identified

Differences in CHQ
scores by level of
injury severity are
identified

Discriminative Power

Significant
improvement
between 2 and 5
months; no further
improvement
between 5 and 9
months

Significant
improvement
between 1 and 6
months

Responsiveness to
Change

Health domains
missing;
cross-sectional
design; one
assessment
per patient
varying in time
after injury;
restriction to
65⫹
Health domains
missing; no
long-term
follow up; low
response
rates

Health domains
missing; no
long-term
follow up;
restriction to
children with
AIS ⬎1

Limitations

Table 1 Available Empirical Studies (1995–2005) With Generic Measures Into Disability Among Comprehensive Injury Populations
(All Injuries Combined) (continued)

Summary score at
9 months (0.74)
is below
general
population
norms

Mean physical
and
psychosocial
summary
scores remain
significantly
below general
population
norms
On 7 dimensions
of the SF-36
the trauma
patients remain
below general
population
norms

Main Findings
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Longitudinal;
prior health
status, 12
months (89%)

Longitudinal
discharge; 12
months (44%)

Design; Timing
Follow-up
(% Response)

Longitudinal; 24
months (81%)

N ⫽ 312; admitted
and ISS ⬎15

Stalp et al. 2002;
Germany44

SF-12, FIM,
GOS,
MFA,
HASPOC

Longitudinal; 12
months (78%)

N ⫽ 1,587; admitted SF-36 ⫹
⬎72 hours or to
cognitive
ICU; age 18–59;
function
blunt motor
scale
vehicle injury

MacKenzie et al.
2002; United
States43

SF-12, FIM, Longitudinal; 24
GOS, MFA
months

N ⫽ 150; admitted
and ISS ⬎9

Stalp et al. 2001;
Germany42

SF-36, GOS, Case control; 12
EQ-5D,
months (77%)
POLOChart

EQ-5D

N ⫽ 69; admitted to
the ICU

Badia et al. 2001;
Spain39

N ⫽ 56; admitted
Pirente et al. 2001,
and “severely
2002; Germany40,41
injured”

SF-36

Measure

N ⫽ 195; admitted
and ISS ⬎9

Study Population

Brenneman et al.
1997; Canada38

Author, Year, Country
(Reference Number)
Responsiveness to Change

Better scores on 7 Significant improvement
dimensions of
between discharge
the SF-36 for
and 12 months; more
patients who
improvement among
returned to work
those who returned
to work
Differences in
Major trauma patients
disability
have a significantly
(changes)
lower health status
between
than prior to
diagnostic
admission (estimated
groups are
by proxies and
identified
patients)
Higher proportion
of problems on
all SF-36
dimensions
among trauma
patients than
among controls
Differences in
disability
prevalences by
injured body
region are found
Cognitive function
scale
discriminates
well between
patients with
and without
brain injury
Differences in
disability
prevalences by
injured body
region are
identified;
highest
prevalences
found for lower
extremity injury

Discriminative Power

Limited to one follow-up
assessment

Health domains missing;
limited to one follow-up
assessment; no ISS
cutoff point; restriction
to blunt motor vehicle
injury

Limited to one follow-up
assessment; ISS cutoff
point 9; no response
rates provided

Limited to one follow-up
assessment; no ISS
cutoff point; small
sample size

Health domains missing;
limited to one follow-up
assessment; no ISS
cutoff point; small
sample size

Health domains missing;
limited to one follow-up
assessment; ISS cutoff
point 9; exclusion
neurotrauma

Limitations

Table 2 Available Empirical Studies (1995–2005) With Generic Measures into Disability Among Major Trauma Patients

General outcome
(SF-12): grade I/II
(very good/good)
34%, grade III/IV
(satisfactory/sufficient)
54%, grade V/VI
(deficient/bad) 12%

SF-12 indicated an
outcome of more
than satisfactory in
63% of cases at
24-month follow up
Mean SF-36 score in
all dimensions
except vitality and
mental health are
below general
population norms

High prevalence of
problems (30% to
51%) on all SF-36
dimensions at
12-month follow up

EQ-5D summary score
drops from 0.90
prior to admission to
0.75 at 12-month
follow up

Functional status at
discharge predicts
future employment
status

Main Findings
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Health domains missing;
cross-sectional design;
one assessment per
patient varying in time
after injury

90% of patients has a
problem in at least
one of the six
domains related to
subjective health
status
Summary score at longterm follow up (0.76)
is below general
population norms;
high prevalence of
disabilities in all
EQ-5D domains
Health domains missing;
limited to one follow-up
assessment; no ISS
cutoff point

Limited to one follow-up
Hannover Score for
assessment; no ISS
Polytrauma Outcome
cutoff point; no
(HASPOC)
response rates provided
outperforms generic
instrument (SF-12)

Limitations

Differences in
disability
prevalences by
injured body
region and
injury severity
are identified
EQ-5D ⫹
cognitive
function
scale,
GOS
N ⫽ 196; admitted
and ISS ⬎15
Vles et al. 2005; the
Netherlands47

Cross-sectional;
1–6 years
(85%)

NHP, GOS,
Rosser
Disability
Scale
N ⫽ 117; multiple
trauma admitted
to ICU
Dimopolou et al.
200446

Longitudinal; 12
months (74%)

SF-12,
HASPOC
N ⫽ 170; admitted
and “polytrauma”
Zelle et al. 2003;
Germany45

Case control; 24
months

HASPOC; contrary
to SF-12discriminates
between
polytrauma and
single injuries
Severe head injury
has a
significantly
worse outcome
than other injury

Responsiveness to Change
Discriminative Power
Design; Timing
Follow-up
(% Response)
Measure
Study Population
Author, Year, Country
(Reference Number)

Table 2 Available Empirical Studies (1995–2005) With Generic Measures into Disability Among Major Trauma Patients (continued)
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generic measures. The vast majority of studies used a longitudinal design, but all with different assessment moments.
Prefracture levels of functioning have been assessed in five
studies,15,49,51–53 based on recall (patients or proxies) within
the first week of the hospital admission. The results obtained
to date seem to indicate that the recovery of hip fracture
patients takes place within the first 4 months after the event.
Afterward, however, their health status seems to remain far
below prefracture levels and general population norms. One
study found that prefracture levels were already below levels
of age- and sex-matched controls.52

Guidelines
Based on the findings from the literature, we developed
guidelines for conducting follow-up studies among trauma
patients. First of all, a set of general guidelines was agreed
upon that address the definition of the patient population,
choice of the measures, timing of the assessments, and data
collection procedures. Application of the general guidelines
is advised for all types of injury. In extension to the general
guidelines, additional measures and/or moments of follow up
may be used to capture the consequences of specific types of
injury in more detail. To illustrate this strategy (i.e., the use
of a common core supplied with additional measures/
moments), some specifications will be presented for patients
with major trauma and hip fractures. The general guidelines
are described below and summarized in Table 4.

Definition of the Patient Population
In general, a clear definition of the patient population
should be the starting point of any future epidemiologic study
into injury-related disability. This seems obvious, but in the
available literature patient populations were often ill defined
and/or not clearly reported. This hampers the linkage of disability information from specific studies to population-based injury
surveillance data. The primary criteria for including patients are
injury type and injury severity. Internationally accepted definitions of injury, specific injury types, and levels of injury
severity should be used. Prior exclusions based on characteristics not related to the injury will produce biased results. In
the literature, very often mental (e.g., patients with cognitive
impairments) and/or social (e.g., patients living in institutions) exclusion criteria were used. Although understandable
from the point of view of study logistics, complexity, and
resources, this leads to selective patient samples not representative for the impact of injury at the population level. To
include patients with mental and/or social problems, we recommend the use of standardized proxy assessment. The exclusion of patients based on their age should in principle be
avoided too, unless a study specifically looks at the functional
consequences of injury among a predefined age group. For
major trauma, the patient selection should be based on the
internationally accepted definition of major trauma patients.
Currently, the most widely used definition of major trauma
includes multiple or single (e.g., isolated head injury with
February 2007

EQ-5D ⫹ clinical
follow up

EQ-5D ⫹ clinical
follow-up

SF-36 ⫹ Cummings
hip scale ⫹
clinical follow-up

SF-36 ⫹ time
tradeoff

N ⫽ 102; 65 ⫹
community
dwelling;
operated

N ⫽ 38; 65⫹;
community
dwelling;
operated
⬍48 hours

N ⫽ 67

Tidermark et al.
2003; Sweden48

Peterson et al. 2002;
United States49

Tosteson et al.
2001; United
States50

Measure

N ⫽ 72; 65⫹;
community
dwelling;
“internal
fixation”

Study Population

Tidermark et al.
2002; Sweden15

Author, Year, Country
(Reference Number)
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Cross-sectional;
1–5 years
postinjury;
comparison
between groups
(no fracture,
vertebral, hip)

Control patients
within an RCT;
2–5 days, 2, 6, 7,
and 12 months

RCT; internal
fixation versus
total hip
replacement; 4,
12, 24 months

Longitudinal; 12–48
hours, 1 week, 4
months, 17
months (93%)

Design; Timing
Follow-up
(% Response)

Significant
differences in
SF physical
component
score between
groups; lowest
score for
patients with
hip and
vertebral
fracture

Reduction in
EQ-5D
summary
score
significantly
lower in group
with total hip
replacement

Large differences
in EQ-5D
summary
score at
different
moments of
follow-up
between
patients with
and without
complications

Discriminative
Power

Most SF-36
dimensions and
the Cummings
scale showed
significant
improvement
between 0 and
6, months, but
no further
improvements
afterwards

Significant increase
in EQ-5D
summary score
between 0 and 4
months, followed
by no further
improvement
afterwards (and
significant
decline in
patients with
complications)

Responsiveness to
Change

Exclusions on mental
criteria; small
sample size; crosssectional design;
one assessment per
patient varying in
time after injury; no
response rates
provided

Exclusions on mental
and social criteria;
small sample size:
no response rates
provided

Exclusions on mental
and social criteria;
small sample size:
no response rates
provided

Exclusions on mental
and social criteria;
small sample size

Limitations

Table 3 Available Empirical Studies (1985–1995) With Generic Measures Into Disability Among Hip Fracture Patients

Hip fracture patients
had significantly lower
QALYs (0.63)
compared with
vertebral fractures
(0.82) and no
fractures (0.91)

Most SF-36 dimensions
and the Cummings
scale had decreased
at 12 months in
comparison to the
prefracture status
(based on recall) and
remained below
general population
norms

Internal fixation leads to
more complications
(36% versus 4%) than
total hip replacement
and worse functional
outcome

EQ-5D summary score
decreased from 0.78
before fracture (based
on recall) to 0.59 at 4
months and 0.51 at
17 months (remaining
far below general
population norms of
0.80)

Main Findings
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SF-36 ⫹ LEM

SF-36 ⫹ OPAQ-2

NHP

NHP ⫹ RAP ⫹ BI

N ⫽ 32; 65⫹,
low trauma
fracture;
patients

N ⫽ 102, 65⫹,
low trauma
fracture
patients;
operated

N ⫽ 254, 65⫹,
low trauma
fracture
patients;
operated

Randell et al. 2000;
Australia52

Van Balen et al.
2001; the
Netherlands16

Van Balen et al.
2003; the
Netherlands53

Measure

N ⫽ 43,
communitydwelling

Study Population

Jaglal et al. 2000;
Canada51

Author, Year, Country
(Reference Number)

Longitudinal, 1
week, 1 month, 4
months (72%)

Longitudinal, 1
week, 1 month, 4
months (72%)

Longitudinal, ⬍1
week, 12 weeks

Longitudinal, 0,6
weeks, 6 months

Design; Timing
Follow-up
(% Response)

At baseline,
mean scores
reported by
fracture
patients were
lower than
controls for all
domains in
both the SF-36
and OPAQ-2

Discriminative
Power

Significant
improvement of
all NHP
dimensions and
RAP and BI
between 1 week
and 4 months:
greater effect
sizes of
RAP and BI

Both the SF-36
physical
component
score and the
LEM significantly
improved
between all the
time moments;
effect sizes of
LEM were
greater than of
SF-36
Among hip fracture
patients there
was a significant
reduction in both
physical and
social
component of
SF-36 between 0
and 12 weeks;
among controls
there was not
Significant
improvement of
all NHP
dimensions
between 1 week
and 4 months

Responsiveness to
Change

No long-term
follow up

Small sample size; no
long-term follow-up

Exclusions on mental
criteria; small
sample size; no
response rates
provided; no
long-term follow up

Exclusions on mental
and social criteria;
small sample size;
no response rates
provided; no
long-term follow up

Limitations

Main Findings

Most NHP dimensions
(physical mobility,
pain, social isolation,
and emotional
problems) remained
below general
population norms at 4
months
RAP and BI scores at 4
months remained
below prefracture
levels; most NHP
dimensions at 4
months remained
below general
population norms

Hip fracture patients
had lower baseline
scores and
experienced a
significant
deterioration on both
SF-36 and OPAQ-2

Most SF-36 dimensions
decreased at 6
months in comparison
to the prefracture
status (based on
recall) and remained
below general
population norms

Table 3 Available Empirical Studies (1985–1995) With Generic Measures Into Disability Among Hip Fracture Patients (continued)
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Table 4 Guidelines for the Conduction of Empirical
Follow-up Studies Measuring Injury-Related Disability
Definition of patient population
Use international definitions of injury (severity) to include patients
Make no prior exclusions based on mental or social criteria
Use standardized proxy assessment to include patients with
mental and/or social problems
Choice of measures
Use combination of EQ-5D and HUI3 as common core of
measures (all studies)
Extend the common core of measures with an injury-specific
instrument (specific subgroups)
Timing of assessments
Use a longitudinal design with multiple assessments over time
Use assessments at 1, 2, 4, and 12 months postinjury as
common core of timings (all studies)
Extend the common core of timings with (an) extra assessment
moment(s) (specific subgroups)
Make a retrospective assessment of the preinjury health state
Data collection
Collect data on determinants, using international definitions and
classifications
Develop and use protocols for the collection of data among
patients not being able to give self-reports
Install response raising measures

Abbreviated Injury Score [AIS] of 4 or 5) trauma with an
Injury Severity Score ⬎15. ISS is preferred above AIS because it provides opportunities to make comparisons within
groups containing patients with multiple injuries as well as
patients with single injuries. If AIS/ISS is not directly available, the International Classification of Diseases TO Abbreviated Injury Scale (ICDTOAIS) conversion program to derive
severity scores may be used.56 A possible alternative to classify
and select patients by level of severity is the New Injury Severity
Score (NISS).57 Recent studies have found that NISS outperforms ISS in predicting mortality58 – 61 and disability62 of specific patient groups. NISS and ISS show similar distributions
among patients.63 In the future, NISS could possibly replace ISS
as the preferred injury severity scoring system, but the scientific
community has not yet reached a conclusion on this issue. Our
group therefore advises to follow current standard practice, such
as using ISS cutoff points for patient selection purposes until the
scientific debate might decide otherwise. Until then, in conducting outcome analyses, both ISS and NISS should be used and
compared. In conducting outcome analyses, physiologic scoring
systems (e.g., RTS) should be included as well.64 These systems,
however, are less suited for the selection of major trauma patients because they cannot be assessed in intubated patients and
are not universally used and recorded. If direct or indirect severity scoring systems cannot be applied, the group of trauma
patients admitted to the intensive care unit could be followed up
as an alternative, but variations in health care (e.g., bed availability) will limit comparability. For patients with hip fractures,
it is advised to select all proximal femoral fractures. If specific
selections of injuries are studied, these should be reported clearly.
Volume 62 • Number 2

Choice of the Measures
The working group has made an attempt to define a
“common core of measures” to be used in all studies into
injury-related disability. For this purpose, seven generic measures (EQ-5D, HUI3, SF-36, SIP, QWB, HUI3, WHODAS
II) and one injury specific measure (FCI) were judged according to a list of assessment criteria. The results of this
assessment are summarized in Table 5.
As a first criterion, we defined that all body functions,
and activities and participation (A&P) domains of the ICF,
that are relevant for a substantial part of injury patients should
be included in the common core. According to the working
group the common core of measures should at least include
the following ICF domains: Cognition, Emotion, Pain, Problem solving, Ambulation, Use of hand/arm/fingers, Self care,
Household activities, Interpersonal interactions (including
sexual activities), School and/or work, and Recreation. We
found that none of the measures studied contains all these
relevant health domains. For example, the only measure containing both cognition and emotion is the HUI3. EQ-5D,
SF-36, SIP, and QWB include emotion, but miss the cognitive dimension. FCI, FIM, and WHODASII on the other hand
include cognition, but miss emotion. The use of hand/arm/
fingers, which seems very relevant for a substantial part of
injury patients, is only included in the FCI and the HUI3. But
these two instruments provide no information at all on the
social consequences of injury (e.g., usual activities and social
interaction) that is well covered in all other measures. This
shows that to cover all relevant health domains of the ICF at
least two measures should be combined: a measure focusing
on functional capacities of the patient on the one hand (HUI
or FCI) and a measure including social participation on the
other hand (all other measures).
In addition to the relevance of health domains, the working group used several other assessment criteria. The common core measures should be applicable to different injury
types and severity levels, which should be documented in the
literature. They should be applicable to the widest range of
age groups, and to other health problems as well. They
should provide a link to utility measures to calculate summary measures of population health. They should be suitable for self-assessment by questionnaire, be available in
different languages, and, last but not least, meet the criterion of brevity and simplicity.
After judging all measures according to these criteria, the
working group recommends the use of the EQ-5D in combination with HUI3 as the preferred common core of measures
in all studies.
EQ-5D and HUI3 are complementary with respect to
the ICF health domains included. A questionnaire combining the two measures will need only 10 to 15 minutes
completion time.
HUI3 is the preferred measure to assess functional capacities after injury and should be used in all studies. The
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6. Suitability for
self-assessment

5. Link to utility
scores

Yes

Yes; based on
ratings from an
US expert
panel (n ⫽
114); validity
has to be
tested
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes; based on
valuations by a
representative
sample of the
general US
population

No
Yes; recently
developed and
labeled SF-6D;
validity not yet
tested on a large
scale
Yes; based on
valuations by a
representative
sample of the
general US
population

No

Applicable to
adolescents,
adults, and the
elderly

Applicable to
adolescents,
adults, and the
elderly

Applicable to
adolescents, adults,
and the elderly

Applicable to
children (5⫹),
adolescents,
adults, and the
elderly

Applicable to
children (5⫹),
adolescents,
adults and the
elderly; for
children 0–4
pediatric
version
(WEEFIM)
No

Designed for
adult
populations;
pediatric
version for
children

Applicable to
children (5⫹),
adolescents,
adults and the
elderly; for
children 0–4
some
adaptations
needed
Yes; based on
health state
valuations by the
general UK
population

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3. Applicability to
other health
problems
4. Applicability to
the widest
possible age
ranges

Yes

Documented
applicability to
hospitaladmitted
patients with
blunt motor
vehicle injury
and major
trauma;
applicability to
low-energy
trauma has yet
to be tested
Yes

Documented
applicability to
comprehensive injury
populations,
including minor
injury, hospitaladmitted patients
with blunt motor
vehicle injury, major
trauma and hip
fractures

Documented
applicability to
osteoporotic
fractures
applicability to
other trauma
populations has
yet to be tested

Documented
applicability to
hospital
admitted
patients;
applicability to
low-energy
trauma has yet
to be tested

Documented
applicability to
hospitaladmitted
patients with
blunt motor
vehicle injury
and major
trauma
applicability to
low energy
trauma has yet
to be tested
No

Documented
applicability to
comprehensive
injury
populations,
including minor
injury, major
trauma and hip
fractures

2. Documented
applicability to
injuries of
different types
and severity
levels

Yes

No

Applicable to
adolescents,
adults, and the
elderly

Yes

Applicability to
injury
populations has
yet to be tested

Cognition, problem
solving,
communication,
ambulation,
eating, bathing,
dressing,
household
management,
social
interaction,
sexual activities,
school, work

Emotion, vision,
hearing, speech,
pain, bowel
problems,
bladder control,
urinary problems,
paralysis/stiffness
extremities,
ambulation,
bending/lifting,
self care, usual
activities
(household,
school, work,
sports)
Documented
applicability to
hospital-admitted
patients
applicability to
low-energy
trauma has yet to
be tested
Alertness, emotion,
communication,
ambulation,
eating, self care,
household
management,
work, social
interaction

Emotion, pain,
ambulation, bending/
lifting, bathing,
dressing, regular
daily activities
(household, school,
work), social
activities

Cognition, emotion,
vision, hearing,
speech, pain,
problem solving,
communication,
ambulation,
dexterity (use of
hands and
fingers)

Cognition, bowel
control, bladder
control,
problem
solving,
communication,
ambulation,
eating,
grooming,
bathing,
dressing,
toileting, social
interaction

Cognition, vision,
hearing,
speech, bowel
control, bladder
control, sexual
function,
problem
solving,
communication,
ambulation,
bending/lifting,
hand-arm
movement

WHODASII

QWB

SIP

SF-36

HUI3

FIM

FCI

Anxiety/depression,
pain/discomfort,
ambulation, self
care, usual
activities
(household,
school, work)

EQ-5D

1. Inclusion of
relevant health
domains

Assessment
Criteria

Table 5 Assessment of Appropriateness Health Status Measures for Application to Injury Patients
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Dutch, English,
French, German,
Greek, Italian,
Romanian,
Russian,
Spanish, Turkish

36 items; 5–10
completion time;
12 items; 2–4
minutes
completion time

Danish, Dutch,
Finnish, French,
German, Italian,
Norwegian,
Portuguese,
Russian,
Spanish,
Swedish, UK
English

69 items; 15–20
minutes
completion time

English

136 items; 30
minutes
completion time
8. Brevity

Catalan, Croatian,
Czech, Danish,
Dutch, Finnish,
French, German,
Hungarian,
Italian,
Norwegian,
Polish,
Portuguese,
Spanish,
Swedish,
Turkish, UK
English
5 items ⫹ VAS; 2–4
minutes
completion time
7. Availability in
different
languages*
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*Inventary in 2005.

18 items; 10–15
minutes
completion
time
10 items; 8–10
minutes
completion
time

8 items; 8–10
minutes
completion time

English
English

Dutch, English,
French, German,
Italian,
Portuguese,
Spanish,
Swedish

Bulgarian, Croatian,
Czech, Danish,
Dutch, Finnish,
French, German,
Greek–Hungarian,
Iceland, Italian,
Latvian, Lithuanian,
Norwegian, Polish,
Portuguese,
Romanian, Russian,
Spanish, Swedish,
Turkish, UK English,
UK Welsh
36 items; 5–10 minutes
completion time; 12
items; 2–4 minutes
(SF-12)

SIP
SF-36
HUI3
FIM
FCI
EQ-5D
Assessment
Criteria

Table 5 Assessment of Appropriateness Health Status Measures for Application to Injury Patients (continued)

QWB

WHODASII
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applicability of HUI3 has been shown already in patients with
low-energy trauma.65 This measure can be used in a wide age
range including children from 5 years old onwards66 and the
(very) elderly.65 It has a direct link to utility scores based on
valuations by a general population sample in North America.67
The measure is suitable for self-assessment, available in eight
different languages, and needs only 8 to 10 minutes completion time.
EQ-5D is the preferred measure to assess complementary
health domains not well captured by HUI3 (including social
participation). For several reasons, we have rated EQ-5D higher
than SF-36, QWB, SIP, FIM, and WHODASII. Recent studies
have documented that EQ-5D is applicable to comprehensive
injury populations, including injury of low to moderate
severity,14,18 major trauma,39,47 and hip fractures.15,48 The measure is applicable to a wide age range, including children from at
least 5 years old onwards14,68 and the (very) elderly.15,48,69 It has
a direct link to utility scores, based on health state valuations by
the general UK population.70 The measure is suitable for selfassessment, available in 17 different languages, and needs only
2 to 4 minutes completion time.
SF-36 is the second best alternative to be combined with
HUI3. SF-36 is also applicable to a wide range of injury
populations, including injury of low to moderate severity,26
blunt motor vehicle injury,43 major trauma,38,40 – 42 and hip
fractures.49 –52 The measure is suitable for self-assessment,
available in 23 different languages and needs only 5 to 10
minutes completion time (with 2 to 4 minutes completion
time for the SF-12, which also has been applied successfully
in injury populations).44,45 However, there are some disadvantages of SF-36/SF-12 in comparison to the EQ-5D. Although a link of SF-36 to utility scores has been developed
and labeled SF-6D,71 the validity of this approach has not yet
been tested on a large scale. There is a problem with valuations of patients in severe health conditions, which are
systematically underestimated.72 This would lead to underestimation of health problems of injury patients with
higher severity levels.
QWB is a third possible alternative to be combined with
HUI3, but is rated lower than EQ-5D and SF-36 because it
has yet to be tested in low-energy trauma and because of the
length of the questionnaire.
In principle, because the ICF health domains are complementary, EQ-5D could be combined with FCI. However, combination with HUI is preferred for several reasons. Contrary to
HUI, FCI is not applicable to other health problems and the
utility score of this measure, based on a relatively small US
expert panel (n ⫽ 114), has yet to be validated. Moreover, FCI
has not yet been translated from English into other languages.
The other measures that were assessed have several
shortcomings. FIM and SIP have yet to be tested in lowenergy trauma, have no link to utility scores, and have several
practical disadvantages, such as the need of specific interviewer skills (FIM) or length of the questionnaires (SIP).
WHODASII holds promising features, but is not recom545
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mended yet because too little is still known about its validity.
Moreover, a link to utility scores is missing.
In studies focusing on specific groups of injury patients,
the recommended common core of measures may be extended with an injury-specific (or disease-specific) measure,
additionally addressing problems that are frequently occurring in that specific injury population. The common core of
measures (EQ-5D and HUI3) is appropriate for studies focusing on major trauma. However, because many patients
with major trauma suffer from head injuries, additional use of
the Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) is advised. This will
allow comparisons of studies on major trauma with specific
studies on traumatic brain injuries. For patients with hip
fractures, the common core of measures may be extended
with an appropriate specific measure, such as the Cummings
Hip Scale,54 the Lower Extremity Measure,51 and the Osteoporosis Assessment Questionnaire.55

Timing of the Assessments
The working group recommends conducting longitudinal
studies with multiple assessments over time. In this way, both
recovery patterns and permanent consequences of injury can
be assessed.
Each measurement moment should be representative for
one of the four phases of trauma recovery: acute treatment
phase, rehabilitation phase, adaptation phase, and stable end
situation. Standardization of the timings of the assessments is of
equal importance to standardization of the measures used.
Therefore, the working group has developed a “common core”
of timings as well. The working group is aware that, because of
practical and/or financial restrictions, it will often be impossible
to do a large series of measurements. All studies, however,
should measure at one or more of the assessment moments
advised below. If possible, a first follow-up measurement is
advised at 1 month (acute treatment phase, range 0 – 8 weeks).
The first 2 months after injury reflect the period of major health
effects for injury patients of all severity levels, as shown by
several studies.13–15,18,26,49 Second and third follow-up measurements are advised at 2 months (rehabilitation phase, range 1–3
months) and 4 months (adaptation phase, range 3– 6 months)
respectively. The literature shows that for the majority of patients, recovery is mainly occurring within the first half year
after injury.13–15,18,26 –30,49 With measurements at 2 and 4
months, this period of recovery is well covered. Finally, it is
advised to do a measurement of the stable end situation at 12
months (range 6 –24 months). Studies in the United States and
United Kingdom have shown that comprehensive injury populations show no further recovery after 12 months.28,30 The working group further recommends the retrospective assessment of
preinjury health status within the first week after the injury, as
implemented in several follow-up studies of patients with hip
fractures.15,49,51–53
Longitudinal studies with multiple measurement moments to study recovery patterns of major trauma patients are
a priority issue because most outcome studies on major
546

trauma patients have to date been restricted to a single moment of follow-up. The common practice in this field to
define moments of follow-up based on the time since hospital
discharge should be abandoned. Major trauma patients may
show further improvement (in particular in social participation) after 12 months.47 Therefore, in studies focusing on
major trauma, it is recommended to add an extra measurement at 24 months to the common core of timings.

Data Collection
We recommend collecting data on the largest sample of
patients feasible. Comprehensive injury populations need
sample sizes of at least 1,000 patients and are preferably
stratified with over-representation of the more severe injuries.
For injury-specific studies, samples of at least 100 patients
are recommended. We recommend collecting additional data
on possible determinants of disabilities. The following variables are important: age, sex, socioeconomic status, comorbidity (physical and psychological), complications, and social
support. For this purpose, internationally accepted definitions, classifications, and measurements should be used. Comorbidity, for example, can be derived from existing
classifications.73 The partitioning of disability to different
competing conditions is very difficult because of the variable
severity of comorbidities. One approach is to measure the
presence of significant preinjury comorbidities by including a
question in the baseline data collection such as “before your
injury did you suffer from a disability or long-term health
problem that limited your normal activities?” Analysis of
changes in status for those with and without preexisting
disability will help measurement of the injury-related component. Questions on the use of health services for reasons
other than the injury on a before and after basis are also
helpful and have been included in the UK Burden of Injuries
study that was recently initiated. Protocols should be developed for the collection of data among specific patient groups.
Several subgroups of injury patients will not be able to give
self-reports on their health condition. Major examples are
patients with severe head injuries, patients on mechanical
ventilation, and patients with cognitive impairments, young
children, and psychiatric patients. For these patient groups,
the protocols should allow the collection of data with the help
of proxy respondents (parents, partners, or other caregivers of
the patient). We recommend installing response-raising measures when conducting a follow-up study into injury-related
disability.74 Without specific measures the risk of low response rates is high, in particular when injuries of low severity are included.18,26 We recommend sending reminders to all
nonrespondents at all moments of follow up. It is further
advised to make one person responsible for the collection of
follow-up data, such as a medical resident with interest in
scientific research. A prerequisite to be met is that ethical
rules about informed consent should be applied.
February 2007
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DISCUSSION
Based on a review of the literature and a consensus
procedure, we have developed guidelines for the conduction
of empirical follow-up studies into injury-related disability.
We recommend use of EQ-5D and HUI3 as the common core
of measures in all studies. We advise to conduct longitudinal
studies with multiple assessments over time. In this way, both
recovery patterns and permanent consequences of injury can
be assessed. As the common core of timings, a series of
measurements at 1, 2, 4, and 12 months is recommended. In
extension to the general guidelines, additional measures
and/or moments of follow up may be used to capture the
consequences of specific types of injury. For studies focusing
on major trauma, for example, we recommend an additional
follow-up measurement at 24 months postinjury.
Our group is the first to develop guidelines for measuring
injury-related disability among the complete and heterogeneous
scope of injury patients with all levels of severity. Previously,
guidelines have been developed by an international group
of experts (the Cologne group 2002) for specific patient
groups, including patients with major trauma.75,76 Similar
to our group, EQ-5D was one of the advised measures for
major trauma patients by the Cologne group as well to
permit economic analyses. In addition, however, they have
recommended using SF-36 as a validated global qualityof-life measure. We have proposed HUI3 as additional
measure instead because of the inclusion of some important health domains that are missing in both EQ-5D and
SF-36: cognition and hand-arm movement. EQ-5D is preferred above SF-36 because the latter measure has been
shown to underestimate the consequences of severe health
conditions,72 which makes the measure less suitable for
injuries of higher severity levels. For similar reasons, the
Prevention of Falls Network Europe has recommended to
include EQ-5D instead of SF-36 in a common outcome
data set for fall injury prevention trials.77 Moreover,
EQ-5D can be extended with a question on cognitive
functioning,78 as applied already in injury patients.14,18,47
The literature has shown variation in utility scores by
health status measure,79 including variation between EQ-5D
and HUI3.80 Comparative analyses on EQ-5D versus HUI3
among injury patients have not yet been conducted. Calculation of both utility scores is therefore advised, providing a
range of uncertainty when quantifying the impact of injury on
population health.
Similar to the Cologne group, we recommend measuring
the preinjury health status retrospectively and measuring the
long-term consequences at 12 and 24 months postinjury. A
difference between our guidelines and the Cologne group in
the recommended moments of follow-up concerns the first
months after injury, where we have advised a larger series of
assessments (at 1, 2, and 4 months contrary to one measurement at 3 months by the Cologne group). We recognize that
assessments of major trauma patients during this phase will
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often be very difficult. Nevertheless, if feasible, these measurements should be conducted to have data for fully quantifying injury-related disability and complete estimations of
the health benefits of prevention and trauma care.
A common core of measures and assessment moments is
highly needed to obtain improved and more consistent scientific knowledge on injury-related disability, and is therefore
recommended. However, it is recognized that using a common core of measures and assessment moments may have
some disadvantages for specific groups within the widely
varying population of injury patients. Owing to a ceiling
effect, EQ-5D and—to a lesser extent—HUI3 are not the
most appropriate choices if the main goal of a study is to
distinguish between minor levels of impairment.79 But the
relevance of this issue in quantifying injury consequences can
be questioned. International research on the most appropriate
injury indicators has already advised restrictions to (various
types of) injury at the medium to higher end of the severity
spectrum.81– 83
In studies focusing on specific types of injury, as a
general rule, additional measures may be selected in addition
to the common core. All health domains that are relevant for
a specific patient population should in principle be included
in the set of measures that is used. If not, incomplete disability information underestimating the impact of injury will be
collected. Relevant health domains may be identified by
relating the ICF to specific expert knowledge from the injury
field. This procedure has, for example, been applied for the
selection of measures to assess functional outcome after
burns.84 In this field, the common core of measures may be
extended with burn-specific measures to capture specific consequences, such as esthetic aspects and interpersonal
relationships.85 Moreover, in this field, measures have been
developed and validated that are well tailored to the specific
developmental stages of children of different ages.86 – 88
The common core of measures seems appropriate for
children ages 5 years and over. EQ-5D has previously been
tested among children 5 years and older,65 and a recent study
has shown good discriminative power and responsiveness to
change among injured children in this age group.14 The
Health Utilities Index has a pediatric version for children
aged 5 and older, which has been tested and validated.69
However, several aspects related to measuring injury-related
disability among children were not extensively dealt with by
our working group and are still open to debate. First of all,
other measures that could be superior to the EQ-5D and
HUI3, such as the Child Health Questionnaire (CHQ),89 are
available for children aged 5 and older. But the advantages
and disadvantages of the different measures for injured children are not well established because a comparative study
within the injury field has still to be conducted. Moreover, the
question remains how to assess injury-related disability
among very young children (0 – 4 years). For infants aged 1
through 4 years, the Infant Toddler Quality of Life Questionnaire (CHQ-IT) has been developed.90 This measure was
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recently tested in a small sample (n ⫽ 31 at 1 month, n ⫽ 15
at 6 months after injury) of injured toddlers within the framework of a study on functional outcome after pediatric trauma
of moderate to high severity (ISS ⬎8).91 This type of study,
combined with the use of other measures, such an adapted
version of EQ-5D, should be repeated in larger samples of
injured preschool children. Another issue often discussed in
the health outcomes literature concerns the most appropriate
respondent when assessing children’s health.92 Functional
outcomes may differ after completion of a health status measure by child or parent.93 Studies among injured children
have shown that parental reports may overestimate the child’s
functioning, especially when assessing the physical functioning. The parents may realize that the injury could have resulted in a worse outcome and that, with respect to the initial
injury, their child is doing quite well.14,94 Although the exact
values between child and adult might be different, previous
research suggests that at least the ranking order will be largely
the same.65 It has been argued that it is at least possible to obtain
child self reports in a school-aged population (12–18 years).95
At all ages, the set of measures used should in principle be
extended with clinical data (assessments by health care workers). In the literature, disability information from injury patients
is often fully based on patient self reports with the help of written
questionnaires or personal interviews. The clinical relevance of
the self-reported information can better be assessed in a setting
where clinical follow ups also take place. Studies combining the
collection of patient self reports with clinical follow-up data
should become the standard. In Germany, comprehensive measures consisting of both self reports and predefined clinical
assessments and procedures have been developed and applied
among patients with major trauma.44,45 Their list of predefined
clinical assessments and procedures seems promising in addition
to the common core of measures (i.e., EQ-5D and HUI3) proposed by our working group.
The proposed common core of timings will provide data
on recovery patterns of trauma patients and on the temporary
and permanent consequences of injury. We provided a framework, distinguishing four phases after injury: acute treatment,
rehabilitation, adaptation, and stable end situation. It is possible, however, that injury may increase the risk of specific
other diseases after one or more decades. In this situation,
there will be no stable end situation but accelerated degeneration instead. Professional football players, for example,
have increased risks of developing osteoarthrosis many years
after their career,96 which could be a result of injury-related
disability. Empirical follow-up studies as proposed by the
working group will end at 12 to 24 months and therefore not
provide data on the “very long-term consequences” of injury.
To capture this dimension of the burden of injury, other study
designs (e.g., case-control studies and longitudinal linkage of
databases) are recommended.
The working group has developed guidelines to improve
empirical data collections on injury-related disability in terms of
consistency, completeness, and comparability. Consistent inter548

national empirical data will allow valid burden of injury calculations, valid cost-effectiveness analyses of injury prevention
and trauma care, and valid assessments of quality of care with
composite health outcome measures. A necessary next step will
be to test the guidelines in follow-up studies of large cohorts of
patients with trauma of different severity levels in different
countries. In addition, international consensus procedures as
described in this article should be continued and extended. To
date, a limited number of experts from a small number of
countries have participated in the ECOSA working group,
and a limited number of experts in the relevant clinical
specialties in particular. For practical and financial reasons, all group members were participants of a European
Union funded project to standardize calculation methods
of medical costs of injuries.97 This provided opportunities
to arrange group meetings without additional costs, but
prevented invitation of other international experts The
discussions of our group and of related initiatives (e.g., the
Cologne group 2002 and expert groups in North America)
should therefore be jointly continued in the future, and we
will seek funding for this aim. A further discussion on the
preferred common core of measures and assessment moments in a broad international forum with input from
methodological and clinical experts from all over the
world is essential. We hope that our guidelines will be
tested, provoke further international discussions, and will
finally lead to broad international consensus on this major
research topic.
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